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Abstract. A binary split tree is a search structure combining features of heaps and 
binary search trees. Building an optimal binary split tree was originally conjectured 
to be intractable due to difficulties in applying dynamic programming techniques 
to the problem. However, two algorithms have recently been published which pur-
portedly generate optimal trees in 0( n5 ) time, for records with distinct access 
probabilities. An extension allowing non-distinct access probabilities required ex-
ponential time. These algorithms consider a range of values when only a single 
value is possible, and may select an infeasible value which leads to an incorrect 
result. A dynamic programming method for determining the correct value is given, 
resulting in an algorithm which builds an optimal binary split tree in 0( n5) time 
for non-distinct access probabilities and 8( n4 ) time for distinct access probabilities. 
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ABSTRACT 
A binary split tree is a search structure combining features of heaps and binary 
search trees. Building an optimal binary split tree was originally conjectured to be 
intractable due to difficulties in applying dynamic programming techniques to the 
problem. However, two algorithms have r~cently been published which purportedly 
generate optimal trees in 0( n5) time, for records with distinct access probabilities. 
An extension allowing non-distinct access probabilities required exponential time. 
These algorithms consider a range of values when only a single value is possible, 
and may select an infeasible value which leads to an incorrect result. A dynamic 
programming method for determining the correct value is given, resulting in an 
algorithm which builds an optimal binary split tree in O(n5) time for non-distinct 
access probabilities and 8( n4 ) time for distinct access probabilities. 
INTRODUCTION 
A binary split tree (BST) is a structure for storing records on which searches 
will be performed, assuming that the probabilities of access are known in advance. 
For every subtree T in a BST, the record with the highest access probability of 
all records in Tis stored in the root of T. The remaining records are distributed 
among the left and right subtrees of T such that the keys of all records in the left 
subtree are less than the keys of all records in the right subtree. Each node in a 
BST contains the key of the record in that node and a split value which lexically 
divides the values of the keys in the left and right subtrees. A simple split value is 
the value of the largest key in the left subtree. 
Under the assumption of distinct access probabilities and no failed searches, 
for any given set of n records, the key to be put in the root is predetermined but 
the split value for the root may be chosen to divide the remaining n - 1 records 
between the left and right subtrees in any of n possible ways. If failed searches are 
considered, the split value may be any of n+ 2 possibilities. For optimal BSTs, the 
number of possible divisions is n- 2 if failed searches are not considered and n if 
failed searches are considered. This is due to the easily proven fact that, if there 
are two or more non-zero probabilities (access probabilities or failure probabilities) 
in any optimal subtree X, then at least one non-zero probability must be in each 
of the two subtrees of X. 
Binary split trees were introduced by Sheil [SHE78J, who conjectured that 
the arbitrary removal of nodes with high access probabilities from the lexicographic 
ordering (for placement in roots of higher subtrees) made the normal dynamic 
programming techniques inapplicable. However, Huang and Wong [HUA84] noted 
that the keys missing from any given range must be the keys with the largest 
access probabilities in that range of keys, thus allowing a representation of the set 
of keys in a subtree by specifying a range of keys and a count of the number of 
keys missing from that range. Thi~ led to a 0(n5) time and 8(n3) space dynamic 
programming algorithm believed to generate optimal BSTs in a manner similar to 
Knuth's algorithm [KNU73] for generating optimal binary search trees. 
Shortly thereafter, Perl (PER84] presented an independently derived algo-
rithm similar to Huang and Wong's which had the same time and space bounds, 
but which also took into account probabilities of failed searches. Perl showed that 
the technique used by Knuth to reduce the asymptotic time complexity of his op-
timal binary tree generator by a factor of n could not be applied to the generation 
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of BSTs. This paper also presented an algorithm which allowed non-distinct ac-
cess probabilities by including some top-down decision making which resulted in an 
ex~onential time algorithm. 
Unfortunately, these algorithms pick the minimum weight of subtrees resulting 
from considering values of a variable over a range, when only one value could be 
correct. This means that these algorithms may proffer a minimum cost value of this 
variable which is not attainable. Since these errors may be made independently for 
every subtree, the algorithms may result in a structure that is not a valid split tree. 
We present an algorithm which calculates the value to be used (without the 
extra loop), resulting in generation of an optimal BST for records with distinct 
access probabilities in 0( n4) time, while still using only 0( n3) space. This algorithm 
also generates an optimal BST for records with non-distinct access probabilities in 
O(n5) time by saving some extra (still 8(n3)) information to allow postponing 
top-down decisions until sufficient constraints are accumulated to eliminate the 
exponential cost of these decisions. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND DATA STRUCTURES 
We are given n records indexed from 1 to n. Each record ri has a key Key( i) 
such that Key( i) < K ey(j) for all i < j. If the records are not so ordered, we 
can prepend a sort to the algorithm without adversely affecting its asymptotic 
costs. Each record ri also has an access probability p( i). In addition, to account 
for failed sea:ches, w~ are given failure probabilities q( i) for 0 ~ i ~ n which are 
the probabilities of searching for a key K such that Key(i) < K < Key(i+I). To 
complete the definition of the q( i)s above in a uniform fashion and to simplify the 
algorithms, we define Key(O) = -oo, Key(n+l) = oo, and p(O) = p(n+I) = 0. 
For the following definitions, assume that access probabilities are distinct. 
The next section gives modifications for enabling the use of non-distinct access 
probabilities. 
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Define a range of records i to j to be the records whose indices are in the 
range i+l, i+2, ... ,j. Let (i,j, k) refer to the sequence of probabilities 
{ q( i), p( i + 1), q( i + 1), p( i + 2), ... , q(j - I), p(j)} 
where the largest k access probabilities (p's) are left out of the sequence. Since 
records are ordered by key value, the records with the k largest access probabilities 
could be anywhere in the sequence. A subtree T spans the sequence (i', j, k) if the 
subtree contains all records whose access probabilities are in (i·, j, k), and contains 
no other records. A record r is said to be missing from a subtree T if the index 
of r is in the range i to j and T spans (i, j, k), but r's access probability is not in 
(i, j, k). In other words, r is missing from T if it is in the range of T, but has one 
of the k highest access probabilities in that range, which causes it to to be placed 
in the root of some higher subtree. Perl gives a simple proof that the keys missing 
from any subtree T must be the keys with the largest access probabilities that T 
spans, and that these keys must be stored in an ancestor of the root of T. 
R[i, j, kJ, the root index, contains the index of the record with the maximum 
access probability over the probabilities in (i, j, k). This gives the index of the 
record which must be the root of any subtree spanning (i', j, k). 
SP[i, j, k], the split index, gives the index of the record which has the key to 
be used as the split value for the root of an optimal subtree spanning (i, j, k). Our 
split value is the largest key among the records in the range of the left subtree. 
kL[i, j, k] is the number of keys missing from the left subtree of an optimal 
BST X which spans (i, j, k) and uses a split value of Key( SP[i, j, k]). The number 
of keys missing from the right subtree of X is then k + 1- kL[ £, j, k] (the extra +I is 
to account for the fact that the root of Xis missing from one of the two subtrees). 
This value is necessary for the final construction of the tree. For example, the root 
of the left subtree of X is R[i, SP[i, j, k], kL[i, j, kJ]. Note that, for any possible 
i, j, k and optimal split index /, kL[i, j, k] is simply the number of records in the 
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range i to I with access probabilities greater than or equal to p(R[i, j, k]). Therefore, 
for a fixed split index I, kL[i,j, k] is a fixed value. 
The previous algorithms [HUA84, PER84] assumed that the missing records 
could be distributed in many ways between the left and right subtrees. For each 
possible i, j, k and split index I, they executed an inner loop (contributing a factor of 
n to the asymptotic time complexity) to consider values for kL[i, j, k] corresponding 
to all distributions of k+ 1 missing records between left and right subtrees. They 
then failed to save this value once found, which makes final construction of the tree 
impossible unless they rederive it again during construction. Further, the loop could 
easily result in an error if an optimal split value is chosen based on an impossible 
value for kL[i, j, k]. 
We now derive recurrence relations to determine the value of kL[i, j, k]. Let 
the function GTL(i, j, k, /) be the number of records, in the left subtree of a BST 
T spanning (i, j, k) with a split index of I, which have key values greater than that 
of the root of T. Similarly define EQL(i, j, k, /) for records which have key values 
equal to that of the root of T. Finally define GEL(i,j, k, l) = GTL(i,j, k, l) + 
EQL( i, j, k, /). Note that, when access probabilities are distinct, EQL(i, j, k, l) is 
either 1 or 0, depending on whether the root of T is in the left or right subtree of 
T, and that GEL(i, j, k, /) is the number of records which are missing from the left 
subtree. In this case, kL[i,j,k] = GEL(i,j,k,SP[i,j,kJ). 
Fortunately, GTL( i, j, k, /) and EQL( i, j, k, I) can be calculated in terms of 
GTL(i,j, k,1-I) and EQL(i,j, k, /-1), so that only the last (in terms of I, the index 
of a loop) values calculated need to be stored at any given time. If I= i, then the left 
subtree is empty and so GTL(i,j,k,1) and EQL(i,j,k,1) are both zero. Otherwise, 
consider a subtree X which spans (i, j, k) and is split at I - 1. Since T and X 
have the same root, moving r1 from the right subtree of X to the left subtree of X 
(forming T) either has no effect on the two counts (if r1 is less than the root of T) 
or adds exactly 1 to one of the two counts (depending on whether r1 is greater than 
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or equal to the root of T). This leads to the following recurrence for GTL(i, j, k, /): 
GTL(i,j, k, l) = { :TL(i,j, k, /-1) 
GTL(i,j, k, /-1) + 1 
I= i 
lf;i, p(l)~p(R[i,j,k]) 
If; i, p(l) > p( R[i, j, kl) 
Substituting 'EQ' for 'GT', 'f;' for '~' and '=' for '>' in this recurrence gives 
the recurrence for EQL( i, j, k, l). A similar recurrence could also be constructed 
for GEL(i, j, k, I), which is simpler and sufficient for distinct access probabilities, 
but the two separate values are necessary in the next section when we relax the 
constraint on access probabilities. Since only the previous values (in terms of /) 
are needed at any given time, our algorithm just uses the scalar variables GTL and 
EQL within the loops which consider possible values for i, j, k and /, but the more 
verbose functional definition of GEL( i, j, k, I) is useful for clarity in the following 
definitions. 
W[i, j, k] is the weight of a subtree spanning (i, j, k), which is defined as 
j-1 
W[i,j, k] = E p(I) + Eq(/) 
p(l)e(i,i,k) l=i 
COT[i, j, k] is the cost of an optimal subtree spanning (i, j, k), which is defined 
as 
{ 
COT[i,l,GEL(i,j,k,l)] } 
COT[i, j, k] = W[i, j, k] + .min. + 
i<l<J 
COT[l,j, k+l-GEL(i,j, k, l)] 
2. NON-DISTINCT ACCESS PROBABILITIES 
The definitions in the previous section permit design of a 8( n4 ) time and 
8( n3) space dynamic programming algorithm for generating optimal BSTs similar 
to Knuth's algorithm [KNU73] for generating optimal binary search trees. We now 
present extensions of these definitions which lead to an algorithm that allows non-
distinct access probabilities with the same space complexity and requires at most 
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an extra factor of O(n) time. Thus the algorithm requires O(n5) time, but this is 
only an upper bound based on large numbers of equal access probabilities. When 
access probabilities are distinct, this algorithm requires only 0( n4) time. 
The major problem when there may be non-distinct access probabilities is 
that, during the calculation of COT, SP and kL, the root of a given subtree may be 
unknown, since it could be any one of a set of non-missing records with maximal 
access probabilities. It may even be unknown which records are in this set, i.e. 
which of the records with access probabilities equal to the root are not missing. 
The previous algorithm [PER84) shifted to a top-down approach at this point, 
which resulted in an exponential time complexity. We note that the only pieces of 
information needed during the calculation of COT, SP and kL are the weights of the 
subtrees, and that these weights are not dependent on which one of the records with 
equal access probabilities is the root. The only problem is in predicting from which 
subtree the root, that eventually will be picked, is missing. This is not fixed, so 
we check all possible distributions of potential roots between the subtrees without 
ever committing to exactly which record is the root of the current subtree. The 
final decisions will be made in a top-down fashion when the tree is constructed, 
at which time only the optimal subtrees are considered, and thus the exponential 
work is avoided. 
For the following definitions required by our algorithm, OBST, let T be any 
tree spanning (i, j, k) and let P be the access probability of any key that might 
be the root of T. When we compare records, saying one is greater, less, etc. than 
another, we are referring to the access probabilities of those records. This also 
applies when we compare a record to P. 
We refine the definition of R[i, j, kJ to be the index of the r£ghtmost possible 
root of T. This gains only a minor savings in time, but calculation of the following 
arrays supplies this information at no additional cost. 
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Let EQ[i,j, k] be the number of records with indices in the range i to j 
which are equal to P (recall that P is determined, in part, by k). Similarly, let 
LT[i, j, k] be the number of records which are less than P. We define the function 
GT( i, j, k) = j - i - ( LT[i, j, k] + EQ[i, j, kJ) as the number of records in the range 
of T which are greater than P. Also, we define EQm(i,j, k) = k- GT(i,j, k) as the 
number of records with indices in the range i to j which are equal to P and missing 
from T (note that k includes all records which are greater than P and possibly 
some that are equal to P). Since GT(i, j, k) and EQm(i, j, k) can be calculated 
from other known values, they are not stored by the algorithm, but are used for 
notational convenience. 
Note that, although the value of GEi( i, j, k, I) ( = GTi + EQi) was equal 
to the number of records missing from the left subtree when only distinct access 
probabilities were considered, this is not true in OBST, since some unknown number 
of the records counted in EQi may not be missing. We define EQmL to be the 
number of records counted in EQi which are missing from the left subtree of T. 
The number of missing records in the left subtree thus is represented in OBST by 
the value of GTL + EQmL' which eventually will be stored in kL[i', j, kJ after the 
optimal value of EQmL is found. 
There may be many possible values of EQmL' which correspond to decisions 
about whether the roots of T and subtrees of Tare chosen from the left or right of 
their respective subtrees. When looking for optimal splits, we bound the possible 
values of EQmL and then check all values within our bounds. This does not 
determine a root for T, but provides constraints which are used during the final 
top-down construction of the tree to ensure that the root picked is consistent 
with the remainder of the tree. Define EQR = EQ[i, j, kJ - EQi and EQmR = 
EQm( i, j, k) + 1 - EQmL· Since these values can be calculated from other known 
values, they are not stored by our algorithm, but are calculated as needed. They 
are defined here for clarity in the following bounds. 
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Bounds on EQmL: 
(I) (number of keys missing from left subtree) 
~ (number of keys missing from both subtrees) 
(2) GTL + EQmL ~ k + 1 rewriting ( 1) 
(3) EQmL ~ EQL 
(*) EQmL ~ min{EQL, k + 1- GTL} from (2) and (3) 
(4) EQR ~ EQmR 
(5) EQR ~ EQm(i,j, k) + 1 - EQmL rewriting ( 4) 
(6) EQmL ~ 0 
(**) EQmL ~ max{O, EQm(i',j, k) + 1 - EQR} from (5) and (6) 
Thus, for any I splitting T (and the values of EQL and GTL corresponding to that 
split),(*) and(**) give us 
Note that, any time there is only one possible root, these bounds restrict 
EQmL to either 1 or 0, depending on whether the single possible root of T is in the 
left or right subtree of T. Thus, the extra factor of n on the time of this algorithm 
is only an upper bound; the algorithm is o(n5) (approaching 0(n4)) when there are 
few records with equal access probabilities, and is 0(n4) when records have distinct 
access probabilities. 
The cakulation of W[i, j, k] is complicated by the fact that, when a record 
with index j such that p(j) =Pis being considered by the dynamic programming 
processes, it is sometimes unclear whether record j is present or missing from 
the subtree. It is simple enough when EQm(z',j, k) = 0, since record j must be 
present if j = P and no records equal to P are missing from the subtree. When 
EQm( i, j, k) > 0, we do not know which of the records that are equal to P are 
missing, but we do know their weight and how many of them there are. Thus 
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we avoid making any decision about whether record j is missing by subtracting 
p(j)·EQm( i, j, k) (=the total weight of the records which are equal to P and missing 
from the subtree) from W[i, j, k-EQm(i, j, k)] (= the weight of the subtree with 
none of the records equal to P missing). 
We construct the tree in a natural top-down fashion based on the values of 
R, SP, kL and Key as before, but the choice of the root for each subtree is made in 
postorder, after the subtrees below it have been fully constructed. A global array 
of flags is used to indicate which records have been allocated as roots so far, and 
the choice of the root for a subtree is restricted to any record in the range of the 
subtree which has the correct access probability and has not already been allocated 
as a root of some lower subtree. We search backwards from the rightmost possible 
root in the range, which may save a little time, but still yields an O(n) search for 
each root, making the time required to construct the tree (after the arrays have 
been set up) 0( n2). Thus the total time for the algorithm is dominated by the 
O(n5) time required to calculate COT, SP, and kL. 
3. THE ALGORITHM OBST 
We now present the algorithm OBST for calculating an optimal BST when 
there may be non-distinct access probabilities. The output of OBST is the variable 
Tree, which points to the root of an optimal BST for the given input. The input 
value n and input functions Key, p and q are global to all procedures. The internal 
arrays R, W, -coT, SP, kL, EQ, LT and FLAG are also global to all procedures. 
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OBST(n, Key, p, q, Tree): 
/ * calculate optimal BST for non-distinct access probabilities * / 
begin 
end 
InitR() 
!nit W() 
Compute() 
for i +- 1 until n do 
FLAG(i) +-'free' 
Tree+- Bui/d_Tree(O, n+l, 0) 
InitR(): /* initialize R, EQ, and LT*/ 
for i +- 0 until n - 1 do begin 
end 
R[i, i+l, OJ+- i + 1 , R(i, i+l, 1) +- 0 
EQ(i,i+l,OJ +-1, EQ[i,i+l, 1) +-0 
LT[i,i'+l,OJ +-0, LT[i,i+l, IJ +- 0 
for j +- i + 2 until n + 1 do begin 
if p(j) > p(R[i, j-1, o]) then begin /* new root */ 
end 
R(i,j,0)+-j . 
EQ[i, j, OJ +- 1 
end else if p(j) = p( R[i, j-1, o]) then begin /* rightmost root */ 
R[i, j, OJ+- j 
EQ[i, j, OJ +- EQ(i, j-1, OJ+ 1 
end else begin 
end 
R(i, j, OJ +- R(i, j -1, OJ 
EQ(i,j,OJ +- EQ(i,j-1,0J 
LT[i, j, OJ +- j - i - EQ[i', j, OJ 
for k +- 1 until j - i - 1 do 
CheckR( i, j, k) 
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/*less than.root*/ 
CheckR(i, j, k): /* check general conditions for R, EQ, and LT*/ 
if p(j) > p(R[i,j-1,k-11) then begin /*missing*/ 
R[i, j, kJ +-- R[i, j-1, k-1) 
EQ[i, j, kJ +-- EQ[i, j-1, k-1) 
LT[i, j, kJ +-- LT[i, j-1, k-1) 
end else if p(j) > p(R[i,j-1, kJ) then begin /*new root*/ 
R[i, j, kJ +-- j 
EQ[i, j, kJ +-- 1 
LT [ i, j, k) +-- LT [ i, j -1, k) + EQ[ i, j - 1, k] 
end else if p(j) = p( R[i, j-1, kJ) then begin /* rightmost root */ 
R[i, j, k] +-- j 
EQ[i, j, kJ +-- EQ[i, j-1, k) + 1 
LT[i, j, kJ +-- LT[i, j-1, kJ 
end else begin / * less than root * / 
end 
R[i, j, kJ +-- R[i, j-1, kJ 
EQ[i·, j, kJ +-- EQ[i, j-1, k) 
LT[i, j, kJ +-- LT[i, j-1, k) + 1 
lnitW(): 
begin 
/* initialize W */ 
end 
W[n,n+l,0] +-- q(n) 
W[n, n+l, 1] +-- q(n) 
for i +-- 0 until n - 1 do begin 
W[i, i+ 1, OJ +-- q( i) + p( i+ 1) 
W[i, i+l, 1] +-- q(i) 
end 
for j +-- i + 2 until n + 1 do begin 
end 
W[i, j, OJ+-- W(i, j-1, OJ+ q(j-1) + p(j) 
for k +-- 1 until j - i do 
if p(j) > p(R[i,j-1, k-11) then /*missing*/ 
W[i', j, k] +-- W[i, j-1, k-1] + q(j-1) 
~lse if p(j) < p( R[i, j-1, kJ) or EQm(i, j, k) = 0 then 
/ * less than root * / 
/ * or no records equal to root missing * / 
W[i, j, kJ +-- W(i, j-1, k) + q(j-1) + p(j) 
else /* equal to root and maybe missing*/ 
W[i,j, kJ +-- W[i,j, k-EQm(i,j, k)]-p(j)·EQm(i,j, k) 
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Compute(): 
begin 
/* initialize COT, SP, and ki */ 
end 
for i +- 0 until n do begin 
COT[i, i+I, OJ+- W[i, i+l,O) 
COT[i, i+I, I)+- W[i, i+l, 1) 
end 
for d +- 2 until n + 1 do 
for i +- 0 until n + I - d do begin 
j+-i+d 
end 
for k +- 0 until d do 
Find_Min(i, j, k) 
Find_Min(i,j, k): 
begin 
/* find optimal COT, SP, and ki given i, j, k */ 
end 
GTi +- 0 
EQi +- 0 
mine+- oo 
for I +- i + 1 until j - 1 do begin 
if p( /) > p( R[i, j, kJ) then 
end 
GTi +- GTi +I 
if p(l) = p( R[i, j, kl) then 
EQL +- EQi +I 
for EQmL +-max{O,EQm(i,j,k) + 1- EQR} 
/*recall that EQR = EQ[i, j, k] - EQi */ 
until min{EQL, k + 1 - GTi} do begin 
try+- COT[i, I, GTL + EQmLJ +COT[/, j, k +I - ( GTL + EQmi)] 
if try < mine then begin 
- end 
end 
mine+- try 
mini+- I 
mink +- GTL + EQmL 
COT[i, j, k] +- mine+ W[i, j, kJ 
SP[i, j, k] +- mini 
kL[i, j, k] +- mink 
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BUILD_ TREE( i, j, k): 
/* return pointer to root of optimal subtree spanning (i', j, k) */ 
begin 
end 
if i = n or k = j - i or R[i, j, kJ = 0 then 
node +-- null pointer 
else begin 
end 
node +-- pointer to a new tree node 
node.SPLIT+-- Key(SP[i, j, kl) 
node.LEFT+-- BUILD_TREE(i, SP[i, j, kJ, Kl[i, j, kl) 
node.RIGHT+-- BUILD_TREE(SP[i,j, kJ,j, k+l-K1[i,j, kJ) 
x +-- R(i, j, k] 
while p(x) # p(R[i, j, kl) or FLAG{x] #'free' do 
x+-x-1 
FLAG(xJ +--'used' 
node.KEY+-- Key(x) 
return node 
CONCLUSIONS 
An algorithm has been presented for finding optimal binary split trees in 
0(n4) time when access probabilities are distinct, and O(n5) time when access 
probabilities are non-distinct. Taking into account the added complexity of choosing 
split values and assuming the necessity of an extra 0( n) time to allow non-distinct 
access probabilities, the efficiency of this algorithm is comparable to that of Knuth's 
O(n3) algorithm for finding an optimal binary search tree. Since Perl (PER84] 
showed that the technique used by Knuth to obtain an 0( n) speedup for optimal 
binary search- trees (reducing the time to 0( n2)) cannot be applied to optimal 
BS Ts, an open question arises as to whether or not there is some other technique 
(perhaps similar to Knuth's) that can be applied to BSTs to reduce the time of the 
algorithm presented here. 
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